
WOODEN LATTICE 
LAMP TABLE SA1255
dia49 x h61 cm

WOODEN LATTICE 
COFFEE TABLE SA1253
dia76 x h41 cm

Inspired by Georgian elegance and craftsmanship but with 
a contemporary aesthetic, this collection features gorgeous 
curves and traditional design motifs but is brought up to date 
with a mix of fabulous materials including reclaimed grey limed 
pine and zinc top tables. Unique yet classic.

The characteristics of this collection are its natural imperfections such as small knots, cracks, blemishes and slight colour variations. These features are a natural part of any real wood product and make each piece of furniture unique. Care should be taken to avoid extremes of heat and moisture which 
may adversely affect the product. As with all wooden furniture there is likely to be some movement while the wood adjusts to atmospheric conditions. We reserve the right to alter design and dimensions without prior notice. Colours are as accurate as the printing process allows.

SMALL CIRCULAR 
ZINC TOP LAMP 
TABLE  SA1457-1
dia47 x h47 cm

ZINC CIRCULAR 
TABLE SA1246-8-OP
dia120 x h78 cm

ZINC CIRCULAR 
TABLE SA1246-7-OP
dia160 x h78 cm

ZINC TOP COFFEE 
TABLE SA1246-5-OP
w160 x d80 x h46 cm

ZINC TOP CONSOLE 
TABLE SA1246-4
w160 x d45 x h81 cm

ZINC TOP DINING TABLE SA1246-3-OP 
w244 x d100 x h78 cm

ZINC TOP DINING TABLE SA1246-11-OP
w200 x d100 x h78 cm

CHROME HOOP LAMP 
TABLE SA1421-OPET
dia58 x h61 cm

CHROME HOOP COFFEE 
TABLE SA1421-1-OP
dia98 x h46 cm

CHROME TRIPOD 
BAR TABLE SA1424
dia65 x h104 cm

CHROME TRIPOD LAMP 
TABLE SA1422-1-OP
dia50 x h50 cm

CIRCULAR CLOCK LAMP 
TABLE SA1259-PS
dia51 x h49 cm

CIRCULAR CLOCK COFFEE 
TABLE SA1260-PS
dia100 x h43 cm

CROSS BACK CHAIR WITH 
CREAM PAD SA8006
w45 x d53 x h88 cm

DINING  CHAIR 
AVAILABLE IN NATURAL 
AND GREY SA8008
w50 x d60 x h100 cm

STUDDED DINING CHAIR 
AVAILABLE IN NATURAL 
AND GREY SA8007
w52 x d71 x h110 cm



The characteristics of this collection are its natural imperfections such as small knots, cracks, blemishes and slight colour variations. These features 
are a natural part of any real wood product and make each piece of furniture unique. Care should be taken to avoid extremes of heat and moisture 
which may adversely affect the product. As with all wooden furniture there is likely to be some movement while the wood adjusts to atmospheric 
conditions. We reserve the right to alter design and dimensions without prior notice. Colours are as accurate as the printing process allows.

CORNER CABINET 
SA1211-1-OP
w68 x d69 x h220 cm

TWO DOOR CIRCLE LATTICE 
SIDEBOARD SA1304-2
w130 x d45 x h91 cm

LOWERY SIDEBOARD SA10273-OP
w203 x d48 x h102 cm

CONSOLE TABLE SA1366-OP
w200 x d55 x h78 cm

KIDNEY END  FIXED 
TOP TABLE SA1305-OP
w213 x d102 x h78 cm

OLD PINE EXT TABLE WHITE 
TURNED LEGS  SA01068-OP
Closed w125 x d125 x h76
Extended w325 x d125 x h76 cm

MIRROR SA5002-1-OP
w180 x h86 cm


